Addendum 1

October 8, 2014

PON-14-604

Grant Solicitation Application Package

Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program

The purpose of this addendum is to update and add to Section II of the PON Application Manual.

I. Add bullets to Section II, B, Eligible Projects, category 1. Complete Vehicle, on page 6 to read as follows:

   Vehicles must be fully warranted. “Fully warranted” means that all vehicle components, including the alternative drive system, are covered exclusively by the OEM or covered under separate warranties by the OEM and together provide warranty for the complete vehicle. Eligible vehicles must have the alternative fuel system onboard.

   Vehicles must meet all applicable state and federal laws to be registered and operated in California.

II. Add a third category to Section II, B, Eligible Projects, on page 6 to read as follows:

   3. **Non-Vehicle Alternative Fuel Equipment** – Pilot manufacturing line, manufacturing line retooling, expansion of existing manufacturing line, or the addition of a new manufacturing line used for manufacturing equipment that supports the deployment of alternative fuel vehicles. Examples of eligible projects may include, but are not limited to:

      Manufacturing of Electric Vehicle Charging Systems
      Manufacturing of Hydrogen Refueling Infrastructure Components
      Manufacturing of cells/batteries for the sole purpose of integrating into alternative fuel vehicles
III. Add the bullet to the list of project types that ARE NOT eligible for funding under this solicitation on page 6 of the PON to read:

- Costs associated with the manufacture of complete vehicles or vehicle components which will be made commercially available and sold, including raw material costs, manufacturing labor costs, and other costs associated with the manufacturing of vehicles or components.